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Pedagogical designs involving social media and implications for
students, educators, institutions and researchers
Dr Shailey Minocha, Centre for Research in Computing, The Open University, UK
Email: s.minocha@open.ac.uk, LinkedIn: <http://uk.linkedin.com/in/shaileyminocha>
Background: Our research in social media (also, referred to as social software) since 2006 has
focused on how emerging technologies can support innovative pedagogy and digital scholarship,
for example, blogging and reflective practice; wikis and virtual team collaboration; 3D virtual worlds
and training and skills development; social networking tools such as Twitter and Facebook and
their role in supporting dialogues amongst academics and researchers, and the role of social
software in research skills training and development. Our success in learning and teaching
innovations derives from the synergies of the multiple intellectual cultures we have incorporated.
Starting from the empirically-grounded, human-centred design principles of Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) and Interaction Design, we have adapted theory and methods from education
(e.g. pedagogical theories), social sciences, business, service quality, psychology, knowledge
management, and sociology in order to address the needs of students, and of a wide range of
stakeholders, including educators, designers, developers, policy makers, and UK external bodies
such as JISC, QAA and HEA.
Our teaching and learning innovations in social software since 2006 have been characterised by:
•

student-centred pedagogical designs

•

ensuring early involvement of key stakeholders including students, educators, instructional
designers, technical development team, Library services, and help desk support

•

evaluation of the initiative at various stages of the design and development life cycle to
ensure that the requirements of different stakeholders are being met

•

iterative design and evaluation of the initiative so that the student experience is captured,
analysed and incorporated in the re-design or improvement of the initiative

•

evidence-based empirical investigation of the initiative resulting in practical outcomes such
as guidelines, frameworks, processes, etc. that encompass the overall student experience
and which can be taken up by colleagues in other disciplines in their own initiatives.

About the presentation: In the presentation at the ‘International symposium on Informed
Design of Educational Technologies - Enhanced Learning and Teaching', I will discuss the
following: the design process for teaching and learning innovations involving social media,
challenges for educators in the design, development and evaluation of social software initiatives,
the diverse roles that the educators have to perform for efficient and sustainable use of these tools,
how knowledge management models can guide the designs of learning spaces involving 2D (webbased) and 3D (e.g. virtual worlds) spaces, the effects on students’ learning experiences, skills
development and employability, their concerns about interacting with social software tools,
advantages that institutions perceive from the use of these tools, concerns of the institutions about
sharing of views and information in the public domain, and the challenges perceived by
researchers of social software initiatives. I will outline some topics for further research and
investigation such as changing role of the educator, learning analytics, and so on.
Our publications are listed at: <http://oro.open.ac.uk/view/person/sm577.html>
‘Handbook of social media for researchers and supervisors; Digital technologies for research
dialogues’ that was launched in early September 2012 is available: <http://www.vitae.ac.uk/policypractice/567271/Handbook-of-social-media-for-researchers-and-supervisors.html>

The terms social media and social software have been used synonymously.
Social media is an online environment opened for the purposes of mass
collaboration; all invited participants can create, post, rate, enhance, discover,
consume, and share content without a direct intermediary
Social media is transforming one-way monologues into collaborative
dialogues and interactions; media implies storage and transmission of
messages around and about content; social describes the one-to-many and
many-to-many conversations.
Social media is enabling the democratising of information and knowledge: it
involves everyone, everywhere, in all-the-time conversations.
It helps to weave communities; encourages greater openness and
transparency; accelerates information sharing, help to access diverse
perspectives; mobilising people; for stimulating collaborative knowledge
building and reduce the cost of participation and co-ordination of resources
and actions.
Pedagogical design, in this presentation, implies how teaching innovations
involving social media can be designed.
Through case studies, I will discuss some examples of pedagogical designs
involving social software; what social software can help achieve in terms of
learning and teaching; the impact on students, educators and institutions and
I will also outline some topics for research in the future.

1

These are some examples of social software tools (also, called the Web 2.0 tools).

2

The website iSpot is an example of participatory learning and informal
learning which does not involve social media tools per se but is a nice
example of social/mass collaboration primarily via the website.
Refer to http://www.ispot.org.uk/ and also this paper
http://oro.open.ac.uk/31558/ which describes the role of iSpot in participatory
learning about flora and fauna, and in consolidating and creating knowledge.

3

These are three steps of pedagogical design of a social software initiative. These
three steps are based around the ISO standard ISO 9241-210, a usability standard
that outlines principles for a user-centred design process.
http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=52075
And also http://www.userfocus.co.uk/articles/iso-13407-is-dead.html for a
commentary on this ISO standard.
The three steps of the design process are: the first step is understanding and
analysing the context which involves the points listed in the slide – so, if you are
introducing a wiki for collaborative working on a group project, what are the learning
outcomes to which this wiki activity is related to? What are the skills that the students
will learn? What are the transferable skills that the students will learn? What are the
skills that students and the support staff have and what training they would need for
interacting with this ‘new’ technology? How will this training be delivered? So, it is
asking a number of questions to justify the choice of the tool to convince oneself and
the other stakeholders (including and particularly students). It is also important to
check what the institution’s outlook is and whether they will support your initiative in
terms of providing moral support, technical support, etc. The second step is
designing the initiative which includes suggesting resources or pointers to students
which further show to the students why the technology being introduced will be
useful for them; for example when we introduced wikis in s software engineering
course, we included a paper by an IBM practitioner as a part of the study resources.
This paper described how wikis and blogs were being used in software engineering
practice and it was easy for students to see how by using wikis on the module, they
were gaining transferable skills for the industry.
The third and most important step is evaluation and which is elaborated on the next

4

Evaluation involves the above steps. Evaluation provides the evidence related to the
effectiveness of the initiative.
The design (the second step in the previous slide) and evaluation are iteratively
carried out – one feeding into the other and sometimes it may take two or three
presentations of a module before the running of a social software initiative is
stabilised. It is important that the activity of evaluation and feeding back the results of
the evaluation in changing the design are planned through and sufficient resources
are allocated upfront.

5

These are some of the initiatives that we have carried out since 2006.
Our publications include the report and case studies in the JISC-funded project are
available in The Open University’s repository and at this page:
http://oro.open.ac.uk/view/person/sm577.html

6

These are some of the comments that we received from our students about
their perceptions of wikis in a software engineering course where they were
collaboratively building the requirements specifications for a computer system
in a wiki.
The background is a screen-shot from the wiki.
The references are pointers to our papers related to the wiki initiative in
teaching and learning: http://oro.open.ac.uk/15756;
http://oro.open.ac.uk/16144
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The background is a screen shot from the wiki and the text highlighted by the
red circle shows how we asked students to allocate roles amongst
themselves for the ‘organised’ running of the collaborative activity in the wiki.
The slide shows some of the obstacles that the students reported to us.
The references are pointers to our papers related to the wiki initiative in
teaching and learning: http://oro.open.ac.uk/19274;
http://oro.open.ac.uk/16200

8

In one of the projects that we carried out in 2007-2009, we investigated students’
perceptions of blogging in modules where it is directed as a part of the study
resources to use blogging to support their studies.
The comments are from students who were using blogs to write their reflections and
to receive comments from their fellow students on a module.
The references are pointers to our papers related to the blogging initiative in
teaching and learning: http://oro.open.ac.uk/29805; http://oro.open.ac.uk/19308

9

In one of the projects that we carried out in 2007-2009, we investigated students’
perceptions of blogging in modules where it is directed as a part of the study
resources to use blogging to support their studies. We found that there were four key
factors that influenced students’ blogging behaviours: audience, community,
comments and presentation. We have developed these factors and probes for
questions for each of these factors into a framework which has been reported in one
of the papers listed in the references footnote of this slide:
http://oro.open.ac.uk/15770; http://oro.open.ac.uk/15762

10

In another project, we investigated the perceptions of academics and early career
researchers towards blogging. The highlighted words in the quotes indicate the
affordances of social software tools in supporting sharing, networking and peer
reviewing.

This slide summarises the key characteristics of our approach in pedagogical
designing of social software initiatives in teaching and learning.

12

This slide reinforces that multiple techniques are sometimes required to evaluate
social software initiatives as there are number of artefacts involved and the nature
of the technologies is such that there are several artefacts that need to be
analysed: for example, bog’s textual content, the images in blogs, the writing style
and tone in blogs, the comments received from the readers and their
effectiveness and the perceptions of the bloggers themselves.
This project has been reported in this paper: http://oro.open.ac.uk/34241/

This slide is to illustrate that along with thorough empirical investigations, our
research is influenced by existing models and frameworks in the literature,
and the outcomes of our research are empirically-grounded and evidencebased models, frameworks and guidance. The paper that presents our
framework of digital scholarship is mentioned in the footer above:
http://oro.open.ac.uk/34241/

This is to now discuss our research in 3D virtual worlds and how learning
through 3D simulations can be more effective than learning from 2D websites.

15

This is to show that how 3D virtual worlds such as Second Life can support
learning by practising real-life scenarios and also by experiencing situations
and events that may be almost impossible to carry out in real life, for example
studying abut underwater marine life. .

16

3D virtual worlds also enable users to visit places that they may not be able to
do in real life and to network and collaborate with experts from all over the
world. This picture is from a guided tour of Stonehenge in Second Life.

17

These are some of the projects that we have been involved with in Second Life.

18

This is a picture of my student and myself having a supervision meeting in
Second Life. There are some comments on this life from my students with
whom I meet in Second Life for supervision meetings.
The references list some of our publications in the area of 3D virtual worlds
and education: : http://oro.open.ac.uk/21267; http://oro.open.ac.uk/21538/

19

The comments are from students on a second–level Computing course who
employed Second Life for regular projects meetings on a group project that
involved developing the requirements and a working prototype of a software
system such as the website of a dental practice. The related publications are
listed in the footer of the slide and which are: http://oro.open.ac.uk/25204/;
http://oro.open.ac.uk/23512
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How social software technologies can enable learning and knowledge
management?
This model is based on the SECI model of knowledge management wherein
we showed how 2D and 3D environments can be combined in a learning
activity or within a module. A summary of the SECI model and pointers to
papers by Nonaka and Takeuchi who proposed this model of organisational
knowledge creation is on this page:
https://amurfalk.oru.se/wiki/moin.cgi/IbmgroupSeciModel
The reference in the slide is of a paper where we present the background and
the rationale of applying the SECI model as a guiding framework for blending
2D and 3D spaces in learning and teaching: http://oro.open.ac.uk/16142/

21
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This slide is a summary of the success factors that we have distilled from our
research and practice in social software.
The aspect of socialisation and its signification for collaboration in virtual
learning environments is covered in detail in our paper:
http://oro.open.ac.uk/16142/

23
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This slide outlines the advantages that students perceive from interacting with
social software in their learning. The listed aspects are derived from our
research and the key papers are listed in the references footnote:
http://oro.open.ac.uk/16141/; http://oro.open.ac.uk/19270/
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This slide outlines the concerns that students express when interacting with
social software in their learning. For example, the personal and professional
boundaries are getting blurred; security and privacy breaches, identity theft,
online bullying and disclosure of embarrassing personal information, etc.
The listed aspects are derived from our research and the key papers are
listed in the references footnote: http://oro.open.ac.uk/16141/;
http://oro.open.ac.uk/19270/

26
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These are the implications for educators who are employing social software
tools in their teaching. Most importantly, some educators are employing social
software tools for their digital scholarship activities such as public
engagement, disseminating and sharing their research with the community,
etc.
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However, the educator’s roles are changing the social software landscape. In
addition to pedagogical design, they are involved with training, technical
support, facilitating online discussions and student-activities and in mentoring.
These are causing ‘huge’ workload issues for educators. We have discussed
these aspects in our papers listed in the footnote and which are:
http://oro.open.ac.uk/22585/; http://oro.open.ac.uk/21464/
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These are some of the advantages that institutions perceive from the use of
social software tools. The papers in which we discuss these aspects are listed
in the references footnote of the slide and which are:
http://oro.open.ac.uk/16141/; http://oro.open.ac.uk/34271/
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These are the concerns of the institutions about employing social software
initiatives. We discuss these in our publications listed in the footer:
http://oro.open.ac.uk/34241/; http://oro.open.ac.uk/34271/

32

33

These are the challenges for educational researchers involved in evaluating
social software initiatives. We have discussed them at length in our
publications listed in the footer: http://oro.open.ac.uk/22346/;
http://oro.open.ac.uk/25134; also see http://oro.open.ac.uk/34271/
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These are some of the ideas for further research such as learning analytics
where students’ activities are tracked and analysed and what are the ethical
implications; how useful are these traces of students’ activities?, etc.
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If you have any queries or comments, please free to contact me on my email:
s.minocha@open.ac.uk.
My LinkedIn profile is at: http://uk.linkedin.com/in/shaileyminocha and papers
and reports related to our social software research programme are on
http://oro.open.ac.uk/view/person/sm577.html
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